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An additive diquark model is proposed to relate the forward cross sections of meson-baryon quasi-two-body

reactions. The model consists of a quark-diquark structure for baryons combined with additivity of quark-

(di)quark amplitudes. Good agreement is found between this model, which contains only one free parameter,

and a large body of experimental data for charge-exchange and strangeness-exchange meson-baryon two-

body reactions, This is in contrast to the SU(6)-symmetric additive quark model- which disagrees violently

with the data.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

The successes of the so-called naive (non-
relativistic) quark model are well known. In

this model mesons are bound qq states while
baryons are three-body bound states of the type
qqq. With this model many features of hadron
spectroscopy can be understood. For baryon
states there has been a problem for quite some
time with quark statistics; the best agreement
with the experimental. data was obtained with the
assumption of an SV(6)-symmetric s-wave
(56, 0') ground state and required the awkward
assumption that quarks were yarafermions of
order three (i.e., three spin-s particles effectively
obeying Bose statistics). This problem is now

generally felt resolved by the hypothesis that
quarks carry an additional quantum number (color)
and that baryons are color singlets. Problems
which still remain in baryon spectroscopy are
the undetected 20 multiplets and the dynamic
reasons for the pattern (56, 0'), (70, 1 ), (56, 2'),
etc. Experimenta1. ly the 20 is difficult to detect,
since it does not couple to a 0 meson 35 and a
;"baryon 56, but the quantity of data on baryon-
meson-meson systems has now become sufficient-
ly large to worry us.

The success of the quark model has not been
limited to spectroscopy and the correlation of
static hadron properties such as mass splittings,
magnetic moments, etc. For many years the
quark model has been shown to be an important
tool for correlating weak, electromagnetic, and
strong decays of hadrons and for producing rela-
tions between total cross sections (or forward
elastic scattering) and between peripheral quasi-
two-body scattering processes. In the latter case

both cross section and polarization (spin density
matrix elements or-statistical tensors) predic-
tions appeared over and over again to be in agree-
ment with the data. However, there also have
been a few persistent problems in the application,
of the quark model to scattering processes and
here too these compl. ications arose in the quark-
model interpretation of baryons. Wel. l known in
this respect are the erroneous prediction by
SU(6) of the ratio between the»t and P deep-in-
elastic structure functions as measured by e and
v scattering' and the inability of SU(6) to predict
correctly the nucleon G„/G» ratio, the ratio of the
axial-vector to vector coupling constants for the
nucleon in P decay. Of probably even more direct
interest for the symmeti ic quark model are the
discrepancies observed for the forward cross
sections of the reactions

Z-P - iaaf'+(ll', g', I;*,o„)

(M' =a neutral nonstrange meson) .
The serious disagreement observed for these
ratios between the quark-model predictions and
the experimental data was first discussed by
Hirsch et a/. ' Recently our collaboration, using
data of a large Ã P experiment (-130 events jtLtb)
as well as data from a variety of other experi-
ments, has found that this effect occurs not only
systematical. ly in the cross sections integrated
over the forward hemisphere but is also con-
sistently present at all forward t in the differen-
tial cross sections. 4 on the other hand, the
polarizations of the baryons for natural-parity
exchange wer e found to be in agreement with the
SU(6) predictions, consistent with the assumption
that the two spectator quarks of the proton were
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in the same pure spin-isospin state as in the SU(6)
proton wave function.

This disagreement in the cross sections for
reactions (1) should be contrasted with the good
agreement with the additive-quark-model pre-
dictions found for reactions such as"'

K P- (p', (u, Q) +8'

(8 =a neutral strange baryon) .

It should be stressed that the predictions for
reactions (1) test the specific form of the baryon
form factor and/or wave function while those con-
nected with reactions (2) follow from quark-model
selection rules only.

To remedy these baryon defects (while keeping
a baryon made up of three quarks) one ean invoke
essentiaBy two "solutions" (or rather, groups of
solutions):

(a) One can postulate a breakdown of the ad-
ditive reaction model (e.g. by introducing doubie

q scattering, etc.).
(b) One can break the SU(6) form factors that

appear in the symmetric quark model.

The first possibil. ity raises the question: Why
should this breakdown only occur in reactions
(1) (and e.g. not contribute to exotic exchanges) 7

The second approach has two subvariants:

(b1) One can assume special reaction mech-
anisms favoring certain strangeness-exchange
transitions over other ones.

(b2) One can assume that the wave function of
the baryons involved breaks SV(6).

The first variant —in the absence of a satisfactory
way of calculating these special reaction mech-
anisms —remains an ad hoc assumption with little
or no predictive power outside the direct cases
considered. Most of the suggestions found in the
literature have therefore centered around ap-
proach (b2).

Also within (b2) there are several possible
roads:

(b2a) One can stay within SU(6) and consider
changes in the form factor resulting from con-
figuration mixing in the baryon wave functions.

(b2b) One can break SU(6) and consider approx-
imately SU(6)-symmetric baryon wave functions.

(b2c) One can break SU(6) by starting from a
wave function resulting from a, (nonsymmetric)
substructure model for the three quarks inside
the baryon.

Possibility (b2a) has been suggested by Hirsch
et a1.' They estimated that mixing with members
of an L =2 4 = ~" decuplet (having total quark

spin= ~) could affect the Z and Y'* cross sections
by an amount sufficiently large to explain the
discrepancy. However, detailed calculations of
these mixing effects are not possible without a
specific model for the transition matrix between
the L, =0 and L =2 configurations and a knowledge
of the (differing) spatial part of the wave function
for these bvo states.

An example of the approach (b2b) is the group
SU(3) &&SU(2). This group contains three param
eters for which a particular set of values again
yields the SU(6) baryon wave functions. Since
there are no well-established baryon states be-
longing to the 20 and ~70 representations of SU(6),
it seems reasonabl. e to fix two of the parameters
such that these states also do not occur in SU(3)
x SU(2). There remains then one free parameter.
It turns out, however, that the cross-section
ratios of reaction (1) are independent of this
parameter. '

In this paper we will. examine one of the pos-
sibilities of approach (b2e). Our first task is
then to make a specific assumption for the baryon
substructure. %e will use a model. already dis-
cussed in the literature: the so-called diquark
model. We will use this model not only to ex-
plain the discrepancies observed in reactions (1)
but also to predict new relations for another group
of reactions that are sensitive to possible baryon
substructure [namely, the charge-exchange reac-
tions of the type

v p- M'+(n, &') and K 'p-K "(K*")+(n, L')j.

This model assumes that the baryon is a bound
state of a (more tightly bound) two-quark system
(the diquark) and a third quark. This reduction of
the baryon to a two-body structure is really the
next simplest thing to the situation of a completely
symmetric three-quark state. The diquark model
was first proposed by I ichtenberg and Tassie'
several years ago essential. ly to explain static
hadron properties. In Sec. II we will discuss in
detail this model. and its assumptions as we have
put it to use for strangeness- and charge-exchange
meson-baryon reactions. However, we mould like
to make two remarks here:

(1) Our diquark model respects SU(6) for the
diquark structure but breaks SU(6) through the
coupling of the diquark with the third quark. This
starting point of the model. does not imply that the
total wave function cannot be approximately SU(6)-
invariant; on the contrary, as we wil. l. indicate
l.ater, the wave function resulting from the diquark
model contains a single parameter (I') which in
a certain limit makes the wave functions (analyti-
cally) identical to those predicted by the symmet-
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ric three-quark model. . The essential difference
with approach (b2b) is that there the wave func-
tion is symmetric (in the three quarks) for all
values of the parameters involved; in the diquark
model it is symmetric for only one specific 1"

value.
(2) The essence of the diquark model as used by

us in this paper is that one avoids the necessity
of complete three-quark symmetrization by treat-
ing the diquark as an "object" distinguishable from
the remaining quark. Thid does not necessarily
imply that diquarks have to exist as elementary
objects themselves. Justification for not sym-
metrizing could also come from the spatial part
of the wave function, which is unspecified in our
model. If one quark is spatial. ly far removed from
the other two, the effect of symmetrization is
practically nil; the diquark assumption could then
be an approximation (in terms of symmetry re-
quirements) for the correct three-quark dynamics
inside the baryon, an approximation useful to cal.-
culate the approximate SU(6) behavior of the bary-
on but to be explained later in a more fundamental
way. In the context of our paper the word "di-
quark" never has to mean more than a (sufficient)
clustering of two quarks inside a baryon.

Lichtenberg and co-workers have used the di-
quark model to calculate the electromagnetic and
medium-strong mass splitting of baryons and
their magnetic moments. " In terms of establish-
ing the superiority of the diquark model over the
unbroken SU(6) model, their findings were in-
conclusive. Most of the static diquark predictions
worked just as weil (or just as badly) as the cor-
responding SU(6) ones. Where differences were
predicted the experimental errors were not small
enough to allow differentiation.

H. THE ASSUMFTIONS OF THE DIQUARK SPECTATOR
MGDEL

There are essentially five assumptions that
will be used in deriving experimentally verifiable
relations from the quark-diquark model hypothe-
sis. We will discuss them one by one; we wil. l
enumerate all our assumptions (even some of the
more trivial ones) in order to present a complete
picture.

(a) First and foremost the diquark spectator
model uses the additivity assumption. " As in
the conventional additive quark model this impl. ies
usage of an amplitude for a quasi-two-body inter-
action (with momentum transfer f) of the form

H, (t) =D(t) g C; 'Pg, ,(t), ,

where a, a' represent the helicity or transversity

configuration of the particles and quarks (or
diquarks), respectively, h, .(t) represents the
quark-quark, quark-diquark, or diquark-diquark
amplitudes, C', are the coefficients (weight fac-
tors) derived from the particle wave functions (as
postulated by the model), and D(t) is a form factor
which effectively takes into account that the spec-
tator diquark or quark must be dragged away from
the collinear (incident) direction by the quark or
diquark undergoing the interaction.

(b) The second important assumption concerns
the quark stmctuxe of the hadrons and the zvaee
function resulting from it. For mesons we stay
within the conventional qq structure. For bary-
ons, however, we will assume that —as a result
of the q-q interactions —they consist of two quarks
forming a more or less bound state, the diquark,
which in turn interacts with a third quark thus
forming a baryon. We shall assume that a di-
quark has the same quantum number as a bound
state of two quarks with zero orbital angular mo-
mentum. We treat the diquark as being "elemen-
tary" only in the sense that when combining it
into an s state with a quark to form the baryon,
we do not symmetrize the wave function in the
added third quark with respect to the two quarks
already present in the diquark. It should be
emphasized that for ground-state baryons (with
all three quarks in relative s states) the above
structure assumption is equivalent to the assump-
tion of the presence of a repu1sive three-body com-
ponent in the interquark force.

Making the usual assumption that quarks belong
to the fundamental six-dimensional representa-
tion of SU(6), the SU(6) multiplet of the diquark
must be given by

6x 6=21+15.

The most specific —and in that sense the most
important —hypothesis concerning the diquark
model is that the 15-dimensional diquark (if
indeed bound at aB) lies much higher in energy
than the 21. Then the baryon can only result
from the combination of the 21 diquark with a
third quark as follows:

21 & 6 = 56+ VO.

The assumption that the diquaxk belongs only to
the 21 therefore explains why all low-lying bary-
ons belong (approximately) either to a 56- or
VO-dimensional representation of SU(6} and in
particular why the 20-piet should be absent. "
Furthermore, with the orbital angular momentum
assumptions already made (and the assumption
that the relative intrinsic parity of the quark and
diquark is positive} we immediately have the rule
that P„„,„=(-l) where I is the relative orbital
angular momentum of the quark-diquark system.
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TABLE I. Quantum numbers of diquarks.

Q Spin
Quark

content

Sg 1 +1

S3

s4

S5

t& 0 0 0

t3

This explains the occurrence of only 0', 1, 2',
etc. SU(6) multiplets. With the additional assump-
tion of a sizable exchange force between quark
and diquark, op, ly the so-called minimal spectrum
(56, I'„,„)and (VO, L,«) would occur, in agreement
with experiment. " %'e will of course adopt the
experimentally favored (approximate) assignment
of the nucleon-octet and the & decuplet to the
(56, 0') representation of SU(6).

The SU(3) content of the 21-dimensional diquark
is an SU(3) sextet of spin 1 and an SU(3) triplet
of spin 0. %e shall refer to these diquarks as
sextets and triplets respectively (symbols s and

t); in Table I we present a summary of their SU(3)
and SU(2) quantum numbers. "' Note that the 21-
piet states are symmetric in the SU(6) variables.
Thus the nonstrange diquark satisfies the two-
nucleon state rule that I =0 corresponds to total
spin S =0 and1=1 toS =1. Assuming that the di-
quark wave function is antisymmetric (since

quarks are fermions)„ then since the diquark
must be antisymmetric in color in order that the
baryon be ful. ly antisymmetric in color, one
finds that the relative orbital angular momentum
between the two quarks of the diquark must be
even for the 21-piet and odd for the 15-piet. An
I, =0 diquark should thus be in the 21-piet. This
may be considered as an additional argument in
favor of neglecting the 15, at least for the low-
mass baryons, which are considered in this
paper.

Vfith these diquarks we now consider the most
general possible (internal) wave. functions for the
baryons entering into our analysis (p, n, b', A', Z',
Y*') imposing SU(3) conservation but allowing
SU(6) breaking in the coupling of the diquark
to the third quark. '3 Table II gives the resulting
wave functions. The SU(6) breaking is controlled
by an angle I', for I' = v/4 they reproduce exactly
the unbroken SU(6) wave functions, i.e., the wave
functions of the symmetric three-quark model.
For any other value of 1 the wave functions in
Table II differ from the SU(6) wave functions
specifically by the fact that they are symmetrized
only in terms of the two quarks inside the diquark
and do not contain any symmetry requirements
that would result from interchanging the third
quark with one of the quarks inside the diquark.
Note that the wave functions of decuplet members
do not contain I"; for the decuplet we cannot break
SU(6) without also breaking SU(3).

(c) We now turn to a discussion of the individual
quark-quark and quark-diquark amP/i ides as
they contribute (within the additivity model) to
peripheral meson-baryon scattering in general
and the two-body reactions considered here in
particular. In the usual quark model we only have
to consider quark-quark amplitudes; one then
deals with two possible types of processes, namely

TABLE G. Internal baryon wave functions in quark-diquark model I,SU(3) conserved; SU(6)
broken] . && denote quark up and down spin wave functions. X ~ and X~ denote the combined
quark-sextet diquark spin wave functions for a total spin $ aud spin $, respectively. q& q2
and q3 represent the O', 2, and A, quarks, respectively. The sign of our Z wave function
differs from that of Ref. 13. We have used the sign convention of de Swart (Ref. 14).

1
lp, + ) = sin I' ~ ~2 s

& q 2- s 2qf) )(, + cos I' t ~q 1 n+

1
ln, +) = siuI' ~ (s 2q2 —v'2 s3qt) )(~ + cos I't&q2n~

1
IA, + ) = siu I' ~ ( s4q2- s& q&) )(~ + cos I' ~ [(t„q2—taq&) + 2t tqtjn ~

1 1IZ, + ) = —sin I' [2s2q3 —(s5q~+ s4q2)1)(+ —cos I" (t&q& +tmq2)n,V6 v2
1

I
I'*', m) =

~2 (ssqt+s, q2+saqs) X~

= 1
I& ~ml) = ~ (saqt+~2 srq'2) & m
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q guark

Rearrangement

q guark

q Annihilation

Ib)

the usual assumption that this space part depends
both on the total angular momentum inside the
baryon (in our case on I, the relative orbital
angular momentum between the quark and the di-
quark) and on the SU(6) representation to which
the internal. baryon wave function belongs in the
limit of unbroken SU(6) (I'- v/4), i.e., D~" (f},
D~" (t}, etc. This leaves us with just one (com-
mon) form factor Do" for all of the (56, 0')
baryons considered here.

III. PREDICTIONS OF THE DIQUARK SPECTATOR
MODEL

We will use the model. to predict relations be-
tween the peripheral cross sections and polariza-
tions of the strangeness-exchange reactions

q (juark-Oiquark

q' Inelastic scattering

a+p-M+(AO, ZO, Y,*,'„)
and the charge-exchange reactions

A +p -M+ (n, &'),

(4)

FIG. 1. Quark diagrams for peripheral quasi-bvo-
.body scattering: (a) quark rearrangement, (b) quark
annihilation-creation, and (c) quark-diquark inelastic
scattering.

so-call. ed rearrangement processes and annihila-
tion-creation processes. Figures 1(a) and l(b)
show these two possibilities as they appear in
the quark-diquark model.

We shoul. d in prin. ciple also consider quark-
diquark amplitudes of the type shown in Fig. 1(c).
However, for the two-body processes considered
here (i.e., charge- and strangeness-exchange two-
body reactions) these amplitudes must be inelastic
and of a rather specific type; they require the
substitution of one of the quarks inside the diquark
by one of the quarks from the mesonmithoutbreak-
ing the diquark structure. This would presumably
be a rather improbable process; normally a
quark-diquark scattering mould probably either
be elastic or else break up the diquark structure.
We will therefore neglect all contributions from
diagram 1(c}.'"" An additional (heuristic) reason
for not including these contributions in our model
calculations is that they would substantially in-
crease the number of parameters used in the
model; as we will show l.ater, the model does not
need these additional parameters.

(d) The final assumption of our model concerns
the form facfor D(t}. We cannot calculate this
form factor because we do not know the space
part of the wave functions involved. We mill make

where A. and M are mesons satisfying all required
conservation laws. We will consider the reactions
where A is always a pseudoscalar meson (x or E)
and M is either a pseudoscalar or a vector meson.
From now on we will suppress all charge indices
on the baryon considered and assume we deal
with neutral outgoing particles only (Y= Y,*,o„);
o'(A), u(Z), etc. will be used as an abbreviation
for the o (or de/dt) of Ap-MA, Ap-MZ, etc.

Tables III and IV show the different meson-
baryon amplitudes contributing to the strange-
ness-exchange and charge-exchange reactions,
respectively. All amplitudes are expressed in
the transversity frame, i.e., with respect to a
spin quantization axis perpendicular to the two-
body rea.ction plane. The symbol m will be used
as a general index to indicate quantum numbers
along this axis. In the tables me not only dis-
tinguish the case of a final-state pseudoscalar
meson and vector meson, but for the latter we
also distinguish between the three possible "trans-
versities" with mhich it can be produced
(m =0, + 1). There exists a correlation between
the naturality of the particles exchanged in a
two-body process and the transversity state of
the meson in tBe final state. " If the produced
meson is a pseudoscalar (M=O ) or a vector
meson (M= 1 ) with m =0, the exchanged particle
has natural parity (N); for the case M= 1 with
m =+1 the exchanged object must have unnatural
parity (U). (Actually, for M=1 these statements
are strictly speaking valid only in the limit

OO )
The amplitudes are expressed in. terms of

x = sin'1' Iwhere F is the SU(6)-breaking angle
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TABLE IH. Meson-baryon transversity amplitudes for strangeness-exchange reactions
(in terms of x= sin F and meson-quark amplitudes P~, V~, see text fo. definitions).

Reactions

Amplitudes

P1/ 2 A1) 2

P j/2

P -1/2 A1j2

P1/2: ~ 15 2

P j/2-~-j/2

P-1/2 Z1)2

P- j/2-~ -j/2
0

P1/2 V3) 2

P1/2 V1)2

P j/2- Y-j/20

p j/ 2 Y-3/2

P -1/ 2 V3) 2

P- j/2 Y-j/20

P - j/2 Y-3/2
0

0 +p 0 +(AZ, Y)

(NP exch)

v2 (1-x)PjV3

M2~ (1-x)P2
3

W2 ~{2P,+ Pj)
9

X (2P1+P2)

(P -P )

( — )

m=0
(NP exch)

v2 (1-x)Vj,

M2 (1-x) V23

p (2 V2+ Vj)

x (2 V1 + V2)

(V1-V2}

0-+P-1-+ (a,Z, Y)
m=+1

~UP exch)

v'2
(1-x) VevT

vT
(].-x ) V4v'3

M2
xV39

v2
xV49

v2x—~V4

m ——1
(UP exch)

M2~ (1-x)Vg3
v2~ (1-x)Vg3

v2
+VS9

M2 S g9

. 0

previously defined] and the quantities P1 and V1.
In terms of the quantities in Eq. (3), the x-de-
pendent factors are derived from the C', co-
efficients and the P;, V& are proportional. to com-
binations of the D(t)h, ,(t). The P; and V, are in
fact meson-quark transversity amplitudes; they
depend on the meson quark structure and are
linear combinations of the quark-quark trans-
versity amplitudes defined by the diagrams Fig.
1(a) and Fig. 1(b). As an example for reactions
X p- no+ ~ ~ we have

p, =(s q3, IÃ q1,)

1=
2 &~((q„e.,Ie,.e,.) +(e,-e., Ie.,e,.))

and for reactions E P-p, + ~ ~ ~ we have

V, =&t~, l& e,.)
1=

2 P2 ((Q1-03+IQ3-Qz+) (91Ag+ IC3A1+)) ~

Note that although we have formulated the meson-
quark amplitudes in terms of a particular meson-
quark structure and a particular meson-quark
interaction mechanism, our results wil. l be inde-
pendent of these details and will depend onl. y on

the assumptions made at the baryon vertex.
We are now ready to extract predictions from

the model by eliminating the unknown amplitudes

P;, V1 (P1, V1'}. We will write all our predictions
in terms of cross sections corrected for kinematic
effects resulting from mass differences and use
the symbol. o' to indicate these.

Some of the relations obtained do not depend on

x; they are relations which our model. has in
common with unbroken SU(6}. Within our model.

the validity of these rel.ations is coupled to the
assumption that we can neglect the quark-diquark
inelastic amplitudes. As the aim of this paper
is to explain disagreements with SU(6) predictions
in situations where the diquark model. does yield
predictions different from unbroken SU(6), we
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TABLE IV. Meson-baryon transversity amplitudes for charge-exchange reactions (in terms of s = sin~I' and meson-
quark amplitudes P~', V&', —see text for definitions().

Reactions

Amplitudes

P s/2 n+s/2

Ps/2 n-s/2

P -s/2 n+s/2

P -s/2 n-sl-2

S/2

ps/2- ~~/a

p s/2 +"s/2

Ps/ 2- &-3/2
0

P -s(/2- ~3/20

P-s/~-s/2

P -s/2 +-s/20

P -sl 2- &-3/2
0

0 +P 0 +(nA 0)

(NP exchange)

$ [(9—lox )P[ 2xP2i—]
I

. 0

$ [(9-lox)P2 —2xP{i

0

(p I p/)
9

9

m=0
(NP exchange)

$[(9-10x)Vg -2x V2))

0.

$[(9-10x) V2 —2xVi)

(Vt Vt)'9

0

(V' -V')
9

0 +.p 1 +(n, A )
m=+1

(UP exchange)

0

(1-$x) V3

(1-$x) Vj

ala
Sm V4

0

m= -1
(UP exchange)

(1—$x) Vs

1-$x) Vg'

5/x
9 5

will not go into the details of these "common-
with-SU(6)" relations. Let us just mention that
in this class belong the many relations between
(single and double) spin statistical tensors for
weakly decaying particles and/or strongly decay-
ing resonances produced in quasi-two-body reac-
tions"; these relations have been presented and
(successfully} tested by many authors (e.g., Ref.
18). Some of the relations common to the diquark
model and to SU(6) have not been previously pub-
lished and/or compared to experimental data.
An example of such a "common" relation is the
inequality governing charge exchange:

o„(n) ov(n)
&N(&) oo(&)'

valid —by. definition —for reactions with an I=1
meson. "

We now turn to the relations derivable from our
model which are different from the corresponding
SU(6} predictions.

(i) Predictions for strangeness-exchange re-
actions:

the SU(6) relation'0

3[(f(Z) + o'(F) ]='V(A} (8)

oo(A):oU(Z):o„(Y}=27:1:8. (10)

The strong)disagreement of relations (8) and (10)
with the experimental data from K p-Mo
+ (A, Z, F) was first discussed by Hirsch et al.a'~

These authors analyzed the problem in terms of
baryon spin flip and spin nonf1. ip. The baryon-
flip contributions obey relations identical to (8};
the nonf lip contributions obey relations equivalent
to the sum rule (7).

For NI' exchange we also have the relation

and is valid for the natural-parity (NP) exchange
(o„) and unnatural-parity (UP) exchange ((fo)
cross sections separately. For UP exchange we
find in addition

0'o(A) Co(Z):ao(Y) =27(l —x)a:x.a:4x

replacing the symmetric-quark-model predic-
tion3'~

3(1 —x)'
[o(Z) + 2'(F}]= o (A), (7)

2

P„"(A)irN(A)= -9 ( PN(Z)1'(Z)

where x =sin'I' (as before). This relation replaces instead of the SU(6) relation
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(12)

where. the P is the polarization ' of the hyperon.
[Ps(F) =0 is a prediction common to SU(6) and
the diquark model. ] As required, all out di-
quai'k-model predictions reduce to the corre-
sponding SU(6) ones for x=2(I'=v/4).

(ii) Predictions for charge ex-change reactions:
For M.=1 me have that

(9 —8x)2
&ri(n) = 16„&v(&)

and in general (both for M=O and 1 )

(14)

instead of the quark-SU(6)-model relation"

(15)

Relation (14) is obtained by expressing the cross
section ratio in terms of the quantity x and the
meson-quark transversity amplitudes P', and
V',. of Table IV and minimizing the resulting
expres. sion in these variables.

One final remark should be made: All relations
derived here, although written down for total
cross sections, are in principle only valid for
the peripheral part of the cross section (both
total and differential).

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In order to check the relations derived in the
preceding section it is usually necessary, be-
cause of the lack of data, to integrate over (fre-
quently'quite large) in'tervals in t. Sometimes we
shaLL use total crosh sections. Although our model.
can be expected to be valid only for peripheral
interactions, the relative smallness of the back-
ward production cross sec'tions should not unduly
influence these comparisons. Where we are able
to use only periphera, l cross sections, we mill
integrate over equal intervals of t'= (t —t ) in-
stead of t in order to reduce purely kinematical
effects in the very forward direction.

Before being abl. e to compare our model pre-
dictions with experiment, me must also adopt a
prescription for treating the differences in kine-
matic factors resulting from mass differences.
This is a standard difficulty when comparing- sym-
metry predictions with experiment for mhich
there is at present no rigorous solution. Let us
first stress that all our comparisons mill be per-
formed between reactions with the same initial
state (both in terms of beam momentum and
particle type). Furthermore, although we will
occasional. ly go as l.om in the beam momentum
as 3 GeV/c, most of our comparisons will be at

4 GeV/c or higher; the latter implies a variation
in Q values (or p* c.m. momentum) between the
different inelastic final states of at most 25%
(or 15/0) respectively.

The prescription which is most often used in
the l.iterature is the one given by Meshkov et al.23

consisting of comparing cross sections o(do/dt)
given by

(16)

where Ps is the total c.m. energy and pp, pp are
c.m. momenta for the initial. and final state, re-
spectively. In addition, according to Meshkov
et al. such a comparison should be performed
at equal Q-values.

Trilling'4 has convincingly pointed out that the
above prescription can l.ead to serious and un-
physical discrepancies which are avoided if one
compares reduced cross sections given by

(17)

at equal swafues. In (17) t~ and l~ are the average
(or dominating) orbital angular momentum in
initial and final states. Apart from using data at
equal s instead of at equal Q, this prescription
differs from that of Meshkov et a1. in its inclusion
of angular momentum barrier factors. One prob-
lem with this prescription is the introduction of
at l.east one nem parameter. With impact-param-
eter considerations one can derive limits for this
parameter but in essence it remains an adjustable
quantity. In general more parameters make model
predictions less convincing. We miLL therefore
as a rule use the Trilling prescription but without
the angular barrier factor. This is equivalent to
the prescription (16) but now at equal s instead
of equal Q. Apart from the arguments given by
Trilling we feel that the la.tter assumption is also
not marranted by the s regions considered here.
Whenever relevant we will point out how our. con-
clusions would be affected by using the complete
Trilling prescription. Also, me have verified
that our conclusions are qualitatively independent
of whether one compares at equal. s or at equal
Q. It wil. l be argued that within the present quark-
diquark model all resulting differences are largely
absorbed by relatively small. differences in the
breaking angle I".

Finally, me need to adopt a value of x =sin'I".
Whil. e making a fit to al.l available data might seem
to be the best method of determining x, in prac-
tice such a fit poses severe problems not the
least of mhich is the evaluation of the errors in
a large number of data. We have therefore chosen
to simply determine x from the cross sections
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A. Strangenesswxchange reactions

For the strangeness-exchange re'actions there
are two types of processes which can be used to
test our model, namely

E p-M+(A, Z, Y) with M= so, po, g, or &p

and

w P -M+ (A, Z, I') with M =Eo,K* .
(18)

Some of these reactions (e.g. K p- soZo) are quite
difficult to measure; for such reactions we will
use isospin-related reactions such as

for K p- Ap and E"p- Yp in our high-statistics
(-130 events/gb) 4.2-GeV/c K p experiment (see
Table VII). A direct evaluation of Eq. (9) for
these cross sections yields" x =0.64+0.02 or
I'=53'. All of our comparisons will be made using
this value of x.

o(E p- soZ') =-,'o(E p- s Z'). (19)

For reactions producing an I = 0 meson or I = 0
baryon these relations follow directly from iso-
spin conservation; otherwise the additional as-
sumption of pure I =

& exchange must be made,
an assumption already made in our model [and in
the usual SU(6) quark modelj where only single
quark transitions are considered.

Tables V and VI show the tests of the diquark
reiation (7) vs the SU(6) relation (9) for E P and . .

m p initial states, respectively. Table VO tests
the diquark relation (9) vs the SU(6) relation (10)
for K P reactions. The agreement between the
data and the diquark-model predictions is sur-
prisingly good while in most cases the SU(6) pre-
diction is in strong disagreement with the data.
We wish to point out that the use of the complete
Trilling prescription would not lessen the prefer-
ence of the data for the diquark model. The gen-

TABLE V. Test of diquark relation (7), t3(1-x) /x ]pir(Z)+2xa(Y)]=o(A), versus SU(6) relation (8), 3jo(Z)+ o(Y)]
= 0.(A) for K P j/I + (A, Z, Y) and x= 0.64 (in pb units).

Reaction 0(~) = "~(~) 0(Y) = *' &(Y)
pg

LHS . LHS
SU(6) diquark

relation relation 0'( A) = a (A) Ref.

p =- 3 GeV/c (forward hemisphere)
. »b

7t'

p0

p

108 + 18
37+6
85+ 7
91+13
94+ 12
51+10

70+20
59+ 12
75+10
84+ 14
84 +23
59+ 15

534+ 81
288+40
480 + 37
525+ 57
534+ 78
330+ 54

193+31
106+ 16
177+ 14
193+ 22
197+31
123+21

233+ 30
100+26
219+50
160+ 54
196+36
82+20

26
26
26
3 27
3 27
26

3;9 GeV/c (Forward hemisphere)

p0 26+5
40+8

26 +2
21+5

157+ 17
183+ 30

57+6
63.+ 10

63+ 9
59+ 7

28
28

p, „=4.6 GeV/c (forward hemisphere)

p0 20+3
23+6

17+3
19+4

110+13
125+21

40+4
44+7

45+ 5
41~4

28
28

P, = 14.3 GeV/c (t' & 1.0 GeV )

X0 5.1+0.5 2.1+0.2 22+2 7.6+0.5 8.4 + 1.2 29, 3

0

p0b
p0 NP
exchange
p0 UP
exchange
y a

Q NP
exchange
Q UP
exchange

t'& 1 GeV2
"t' & l.2 GeV2

31+2
17+2

3+1
28 +2

23 k2

4+1

153+7
111+11

54+4 19+2

16 +2
26+ 2

57+ 7
162+8

23+3
60+3

8+1

18+2 66+ 7

p»b=4. 2 GeV/c (t'& 1.0 or 1.2 GeV)

55+2
42+2

61+3
46+3

22 + 2
58+3

30
6, 31

6, 31

6, 31
6, 31

6, 31

6, 31
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TABLE VI. Test of diquark relation (7) versus SU(6) relation (8) for x "p K {K* )
+ (A, Z, Y) and x = 0.64 (in pb units).

LHS
SU(6)

Reaction 0'(Z) = ~ 0(Z) 0 (.Y) = " o'(Y) relation

P~ &
3 9 GeV/c (t' & 1.0 GeV )

LHS
diqu, ark
relation 0'(A) = a (A) Ref.

K go 24 +3 168 + 13 32

27+3
p „=4.5 GeV/c (t' 1.0 GeV )

123 6 13 43+5 50+ 5 33

eral effect is s, , (relative) increase of the. LHS of
relation (7) and (8); however, this just results
in a new value for x (e.g. , 0.66+ 0.02 for lz --1)
which largely compensates the increase. The
net result is that the SU(6) relations become worse
while the diquark relations remain well satisfied.
As an example, for &p production (see Table VII),
the cf values become o(Z)f«=(37 + 9) lib, a'(Z)fs„«i
=(138+35) gb, c(Y)f«=(30+ 4) pb, and V(Y)fsUI, &

= (84+ 10) jib. All these values must still be
compared with o(A) =(32+2) pb.

Thus far we have examined cross sections inte-
grated over large t' intervals. We novi turn to an
examination of differential cross sections using
the high statistics of our 4.2-GeV/c X P experi-
ment and concentrating on natural-parity-exchange
reactions (M =so) or on the natural-parity-ex-
change part of reactions (M=p', go). The method
consists of combining the relations (7) and (8)
with (11)and (12), respectively, by performing .

amplitude fits in each t' interval separately in a
manner analogous to what was done in Ref. 4. As
may be seen in Table III, for each choice of
meson there are only two independent natural-
parity-exchange meson-quark amplitudes. In
each t' bin we can then fit the two amplitude
magnitudes and one relative phase to five quan-
tities (do„/dt' for A, 5, Y, and P„ for A, Z). For
M = m' (Ref. 30) we show the fitted results in Fig.
2. Solid (broken) lines connect the results of the
diquark-model [SU(6)-model] fits. There is
little difference between the polarization fit results

of the two models (only the diquark result is
shown), which is not surprising since the polari-
zations are independent of x. Once more we ob-
serve that the diquark model is in reasonable
agreement with the data while SU(6) is again in
violent disagreement. Also shown are the fitted
values of the two amplitudes and their relative
phase from the diquark fits. The relatively
smooth variation of these quantities as a function
of t' increases confidence in the fits. We also
note that the amplitudes are consistent with being
equal in magnitude and having relative phase = 0
at t' =0; this is required (for the production of a
spin-0 meson} by parity and angular momentum
conservation if one assumes J= 0 or J = 1 exchange
only [as both the diquark and SU(6) models doj.
For the same reasons do/dt' must be zero at
f' =0 for EC p- s Y (Ref. 34). Relations (7) and (8)
then predict that the ratios of the do/dt' for
E P-m A andK P-m'Z at t'=0 mustbe 0.98
for the diquark model and 3.0 for SU(6}. Our data
are again reasonably compatible with the diquark
model'and in strong disagreement with the SU(6)
predictions. This ratio has also been measured
with great precision at 8, 10.7, and 15.7 GeV/c to
be 1.10+ 0.10, 1.15+ 0.10, and 1.10+ 0.15, respec-
tively. " Again only the diquark-model predictions
are confirmed.

We have performed similar fits and obtained
similar results for the natural-parity-exchange
parts of the reactions with M= pc and M =/, the
only difference being that the statistics in these

TABLE VII. Test of diquark relation (9), o& (A): erg (Z): && (Y) = 27(1—x)2-x .4x, versus
SU(6) relation (10), az (A):0& (Z):o~ (Y) = 27:1:8, for K p p {Q )+ (A, Z, Y) ands~0. 64
(in pb units); p& &

=4.2 GeV/c. f& = 8.8 and 8.8/6. 3 for Z and Y, respectively; f „=27
ind + for Z and Y, respectively.

Reaction

p
Oa

y b
22+2
32 k2

0(Z)f&, .

26+ 9
35+ 9

'Z)fsU

81+27
108+27

22+ 3
25+3

cr{Y)f

54+7
61+7

Ref.

6, 31
6, 31

~t' & l.2 GeV
bt' & 1.0 GeV2
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FIG. 2. (a)-(d) Differential cross sections and polarization for X p x "(A, Z, F) at 4.2 GeV/c compared with the
results of fits to the d~quark and SU(6) quark transversity amplitudes as described in the text-; (e) the magnitudes of
these diquark transversity amplitudes and (f) their relative phase as. found in the fits.

channels is lower, and the results therefore are
somewhat less significant. For these reactions
we show only a comparison of the differential
cross sections. '" Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show
the comparison (for different t' values) of the
left-hand side of relations (7) and (8) with their
corresponding right-hand side for 'o', o'„, and o'~.
While the SU(6) quark model disagrees violently
with the data, the diquark model is in good agree-
ment in nearly all cases; only the natural-ex-
change part of the p reaction shows discrepan-
cies of a few standard deviations at intermediate
t' values, but even here the diquark model is in
much better agreement with the data than SU(6).

One final remark: Assuming vector dominance,
photoproduction of strange baryons should also
obey relation (7}or (8}. Experimentally one
finds" (It = incident photon energy)

o'(yP-K'A) =(6.7+ 0.04)k '
I/O

to be compared with the left-hand side of
(6.7+ 1.2)k '

I/O for the diquark model and
(19.8+31)k ' pb for the SU(6) model. Once more
the diquark model agrees; the SU(6) model does
not.

B. Charge-exchange reactions

For the charge-exchange reactions there are
-three types of reactions which allow a. test of re-

lations (13), (14), and (15) namely:

K p-M o(n+, &) with M =K,K*0,

Kp-M'+(s, 4) with M' =K,', K*',
v p-M' (n+, &) with Ma=so, po, &o, or p.

(20)

(21)

(22)

Here too we will use isospin relations to avoid
experimentally difficult reactions, -e.g.

o(v p —w'&') =-,'o(v'p - v'a")

and

c(K'P -K'r ') = ,'c(K'P= K'~") -.

Most of these relations result from pure isospin
conservation. Only those with I =1 mesons and a
& in the final state [reactions (22)] require the
assumption of no I =2 exchange in the t channel
(or equivalently only single-quark transitions}.

First we make a test of the equality (13) using
our, 4.2-6eV//c K p- K*'(s, &) data.""The di-
quark-model prediction for o'„(n)/ c„(&) is 1.5;
the SU(6) value is 3.1. Experimentally we find
1.3+ 0.4. The diquark model. is strongly favored.
Here again we find that using the complete Trilling
prescription increases the preference for the
.diquark model: The diquark prediction shifts to
1.3, again as a result of a slightly increased x;
that of SU(6) remains 3.1 (by definition) while the
experimental value becomes 1.0+ 0.3.
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300
K p~p'+(A'p'y') at t 2.GeV/c

~ h,
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I
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t' GeV'
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the left-hand sides of relations (7) and (8) with their right-hand side.

In Tables VIII and IX we present a test of rela-
tions (14) and (15) for E p and K'p initial states,
respectively. The agreement with the diquark
model is remarkable; only one entry is incon-

elusive (although compatible). Examination
of the forward differential cross sections for the
X p reactions at 5, 8.4, 12.8, 13, and 15.7 GeV/c
shows that this conclusion is also valid at each t.
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TABLE VIII. Test of diquark relation (14), c(s) ~(3-fx)t/16xo(&), versus the SU(6) relation
(15), o(n)~pa(A), for K p Ko (K*0)+(s,b) ands=0. 64 (in pb units). faq=1. 50, fsU(6)= f.

Reaction o(&) =o(&) (T(n) = o(n)
faqo(&) ~sU(g«~) Ref.

p„, =3 GeV/c (forward hemisphere)
210 +100 365+31 315+150
300 + 120 596+89 450 +180

656 +313
938+375

26,
26

Ko
Z+'

phb =4.2 GeV/c
147 + 17 242+14
306 - + 25 459+93

216+ 25
459+ 38

459 + 53
956+ 78

37, 39
37, 38

pub ——5 GeV/c (I' &1.2 GeV)
86 + 12 129+ 18

p),b
= 12.8 GeV/c (I' & 1.0 GeV )

10.7+ 0.6 35+ 2 16+ 1

p~,b=13 GeV/c (t'&1.2 GeV)
39+ 4 29+ 619 ~ 4

p~,b =15.7 GeV/c (I' &0.7 GeV2)

13 + 3 31+ 4. 20~ 5

p,» =8.36 GeV/c (t' &1.0 GeVt)
32 + 4 69+ 9 48+ 6

269+ 38

100+ 13

61+ 12

41~ 9

40

41

I

For the pion-induced reactions we are able to
test directly the equality (13) for the unnatural-
parity exchange using the reactions m'n- up at
6.95 GeV jc (Ref. 49) and w'P- ~A" at 7.1 GeV/c
(Ref. 50) which are related to reactions (22) by
isospin. %e have extracted the UP cross section
for 0.06&t &0.50 GeV' and obtained

'V„(n) = —o'„(n) = (9.8+ 2.5) (1b,px
Pn

~c(&) = on(&) = (7.4+ o 5) ub

The equality (13) is then

(9.8+ 2.5) pb = (11.1+ 0.8) )tb (diquark)

or

(9.8a 2.5) )tb = (23.1+ 1.6) pb [SU(6)].

Again, the diquark model agrees well with the data
while SU(6) is in complete disagreement.

TABLE IX. Test of diquark relation (14) versus SU(6) relation (15) for Kop K (K*+)
+(n, &) and x =0.64 (in pb units). fyq~1. 50, AU&&) =~~.

Reaction o'(6) =o {6) o(n) = ~ o'(n)

phb= 2.3 GeV/c

f&q c7(A ) ~su~go(+) Ref.

K+

630+90 653 + 70

337+ 67 1019+ 102

pl, b = 8.36 GeV/c

94+ 13

pub -= 10 GeV/c

530 +33 1222 + 131

p~b = 2.97 GeV/c

945 + 135

506 +100

(t' & 1.0 GeV~)

51+ 8

1656 + 103 44

1970+280 45, 46

1053~209 45, 47

106~ 17 41

17+ 2

74+ 13

p) b
+ 12.8 GeV/c

36+ 5

(t' & 1.0 GeV2)

25+ 3

75 + 10 48

52~ 6 41

Derived from isospin relation &r(Kop K+(K*+)Ao)=4&z(K+p Ka(Ke)&++)
Derived from isospin relation o(Kop K+(K ~)s)=o(K+n Ko(K*0)p).
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TABLE X. Test of diquark relation (14) versus SU(6) relation (15) for & p & +(+,&) and
x —0.64 (in pb units). fgq 1.50, fsU(g)= 8.

Plab

(Gev/c)

3.9
4 0
5.0
5.45
8.0

11.7
13.1
16.0

~(&) =o(&) '

130+ 7
117+23
73+ 3
56+10
37+ 3
25+ 3
15+ 2
18+ 1'

o'(n) = cr(e)

160+15
154+15
113+11
102+ 8
63+ 5
41+ 3

. 36+ 2
29+ 2

faqo(&)

195+11
176+35
109~ 5

85 +15
56+ 5
38+ 5
22+ 4
28+ 1

fsug)~(+)

406 +22
366 +72
228 +10
175+31
116+ 9
156+21
47+ 7
58+ 2

Bef.

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

o(~ p & &0) derived from isospin relation o(7t p»0) =+3o'(m+p ro&++).
All w p & + cross sections derived from the data of Bef. 51 for t &1.5 GeV~.
Forward hemisphere.
corrected for t &1.5 GeV .
The cross section for f' &1.0 GeV is consistent with zero.

In Tables X through XIII we again test relations
(14) and (16) but now for various pion-induced pro-
cesses. Table X (so) and, in particular, Table
XI (p') refer to reactions whose cross sections
are difficult to measure; they certainly contain
nondetected systematic errors not accounted for in
the tluoted errors. (See e.g. the cross sections
for pod c at 13.0 and 13.1 GeV/c and the two values
at 16.0 GeV/c. ) Tables XII and XIII involve reac-
tions with narrow resonances and their cross
sections are thus easier to determine than e.g.

. the p reactions. Examination of these tables
indicates strong disagreement with SU(6) in all
cases and very good agreement with the diquark
model. for the narrow resonances. Only in the
p case do we find a few points lying two or more

standard deviations away from the diquark-model
prediction. However, for al. l. these points the
disagreement with SU(6) is at least an order of
magnitude larger. In view of the above arguments
we consider the diquark relations remarkably well.
satisfied also for pion-induced reactions.

We note that the experimental value for Tr(n)/V(b, )
is in many cases close to the minimal value. Prom
relations (13) and (14) we see that within the
framework of the diquark model this implies that

os(n) os(&)
&v(n) &v(&)'

Such a minimal value of v(n)/c(&) also implies that
the baryon transition is entirely spin flip. Our
4.2-GeV/c data for the reaction X p- Jf ' ( +An)

TABLE XI. Test of diquark relation (14) versus SU(6) relation (15) for & p po+(n, &) and
x =0.64 (in pb units) fdq 1 50~ fsvg~=~8 ~

Plab
(Gs V/c)

3.9
4.08
5.0
5.0
5.45
7.1
8.0

11.7
13.0
13.1
16.0
16.0
18.5

o'(6) =o(b, )

500 +13
373 +30
290 ~27
343 +33
238 +14
204+ 8
104+12
107+ 13
57+ 7
83+ 4
41+ 7
65+ 5
29+ 7

o{n)= p~ o(n)
pQ

921+27
917+36
604 +37
604 +37
505+37
288 +19
220 ~19

97 +15
76 +15
75 +15
49+10
49 +10
36+13

fa&~(»

750 +20
560 + 45
435 +41
515 +50
357 +21
306 + 12
156+18
161+20
86+11

125+ 6
62+11
97~ 8
44+11

fsu(s)~(&)

1563+ 41
1166+ 94

906 + 84
1072+103
744+ 44'
638 + 25
325 + 38
334+ 41
187 + 22
259 + 13
129+ 22
202 + 17
91+ 22

Bef,

52, 60
62
63
64
65
50
56
66
67
68
69
70
71.

'o(& p p& ) derived from the isospin relation o(m p-p& ) =+3(7(+p p4++).
x p p n cross sections, with the exception of the 3.9-GeV/c data derived from the

data of Befs. 60 and 61.' Forward hemisphere.
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TABLE XII. Test of diquark relation (14) versus SU(6) relation (15) for m p ~+(n, &) and
x 0 64 (I.n pb unl. ts) fdq 1 50' f. v(g= 8 ~

Plab
(Ge v/cl

4.0
4.09
5.0
5.45
7.1
8.0

11.7
13.2
18.5

o(A) =o(A)

167+50
120+10
93+ 3
98+ 6
47+ 1
37+ 3
20+ 4
12+ 1
4+ 1

a(n) —p~ p(n) b
pQ

276+22
262 +21
164 +18
135+18
71+17
54+ 9
22+ 8
17+ 7
7+ 3

fdqo(&)

250 + 75
180+15
140 + 5
147+ 9
71+ 2
58 +
30+ 6
18+ 2
6+ 2

fsv(s)~(

522+ 156
375 + 31
291+ 9
-306 + 19
147 + 6
175+ 16
63+ 12
38+ 3
13+ 3

Ref.

53
73
54, 63
65
50
-56

74
68
71

(T(m p M ) derived from the isospin relation(T(~ p —~ ) =3o'(&+p ~+ ).
bAll n' p n cross sections derived from data on this reaction and on the reaction

~+n ~p (see Refs. 49 and 72).

are within (admittedly large) errors compatible
with this equality. "'"

C. Coupling constants

As was pointed out in Ref. 4, it is possible to
relate the amplitudes of Table III to coupling con-
stants. In one-particle-exchange and Regge-
exchange models the amplitudes are proportional
to the coupling constants at the baryon vertex.
For K P-M(A, Z) E exchange leads to a ratio of
the coupling constants given by G~„x/G~&OE+
= (2f+ 1)/v$ (2f —1) where f= F/(F+D) is the frac-
tion of antisymmetric coupling. This ratio is
then equal to the ratio of the amplitudes for A and
Z' production by unnatural-par ity exchange. From
the amplitudes in Table III and the value of x
found above one finds 0.335 + 0.012 for the diquark

model and 0.4 for SU(6). Experimentally, the
best determination of f stems from the study of
the leptonic decays of baryons, which may also be
viewed as one-quark transitions with a diquark
spectator. Kleinknecht" has summarized these
data. He finds f=0.342+ 0.00V which again agrees
perfectly with the diquark value while differing
by 8 standard deviations from the SU(6) predic-
tion.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The diquark hypothesis is capable of explaining
a large number of discrepancies between the
symmetric-quark-model predictions and the ex-
perimental data for strangeness- and charge-
exchange two-body processes by introducing only
one extra parameter (x =sin'I'). From this

TABLE XIII. Test of diquark relation (14) versus SU(6) relation (15) for ~ p p +(n, &) and
x' —0.64 {pb un'. ts). fdq = 1.50~ fsv(6) ~8 ~

plab
(Ge V/c) o(&) =o'(&) o(n) = + o(n)

fdq(T(&) fsv(6) o (+) Ref.

4.0
4.09
5.0
5.45
8.0

16.0
18.5

42 +13
62+ 10
25+ 6
25+ 4
17+ 3d
5+ 1
7+ 3

88+12
85+ 12
65+ 9
58+ 8
35+ 5
13+ 2
ll+ 2

63+20
93 +15
42+ 9
38+ 6
26+ 5
8+ 2

11+ 5

131+41
194 +31

88 %19
78 +13
53+ 9
17+ 4
22+ 9

53
73
63
76
56
59
71

'o(~ p-p& ) derived from the isospin relation o'(n p gb ) =~3o'(m'+p pre++).
"All m p gn cross sections derived from the data of Ref. 75 for t &0.7 GeV .

The cross section of the backward peak (+' &1.0 GeV ) has been excluded.
The cross section is consistent with zero for t' &0.65 GeV .
t' &1.0 GeV2.
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evidence the diquark model. emerges as a viable
alternative to the symmetric baryon quark model
both for parametriming correlations between the
data and for predicting new ones. As stated in
the Introduction this conclusion does not neces-
sarily have to imply that the diquark itself exists
as an elementary object. Our calculations ef-
fectively use only the symmetry requirements
resul. ting from the diquark-quark hypothesis.
This hypothesis may be justified either by as-
suming that the diquark is an elementary. object
or by endowing the spatial part of the baryon wave
function with the property that one quark be suf-
ficiently far removed from the other two. The
latter justification is less far-reaching but suf-
ficient and therefore is (in our opinion) more
likely. Our conclusions raise the question not
only of the val. idity of this diquark model. outside
the field of quasi-two-body reactions considered
here but also of the extent of its direct geomet-
rical validity. Before briefly considering these
questions it is perhaps worthwhile 4o state that
the diquark vs symmetric biryon pichire does
not have to be strictly either/or It is .quite pos-
sible that the baryon spends a friction of its
time' in a three-quark configuration and the i.'e-
maining time in a quark-diquark configuration
and that peripheral quasi. -bvo-body reactions are
just preferentially initiated from a baryon which
is in the diquark-qua, rk configuration.

The first field one is l.ed to think about is the
static properties of the baryons as they. result
from the diquark-quark hypothesis. As stated
in the Introduction. the diquark relations between
static hadron properties are in general indistin-
guishable from the pure SU(6) ones; their agree-
ment with the exyerimental data can be qualified
as varying from reasonable to poor.

Interesting manifestations of a possible diquark
structure inside the nucleons have been discussed
by PavkoviF and Franklin. ' Both authors looked
into the well-known discrepancy between the SU(6}
predictions for the nucleon structure functions vW,
and the Sl AC data. SU(6) predicts the ratio of
(vW, )„ to (vW, )~ to be a constant (equal to as); the
data, however, show abehavior varying between
0.9 and 0.3 for g (the 8jorken-Drell scaling
variable} varying form 0 to I. Pavkovic con-
cluded that it is possible to explain these results
on the basis of a baryon with quark-diquark sym-
metry. Franklin did not use a diqgark model as
input but came to the conclusion that a study of
the nucleon structure functions strongly suggests
that no SU(6} symmetry can be imposed if one
wants .to explain the data; only a baryon treated
as two uncoupled oscillators, a diquark oscilla-
tor, and a quark-diquark oscillator gave a good

understanding of the proton/neutron structure
functions. The latter approach is interesting as
it seems to obtain a geometrically defined di-
quark-quark substructure in the nucleon starting
from nonsymmetry arguments. Earlier Ono
had shown that the momentum transfer distribu-
tions of (inelastic) electroproduction processes of
the type e+p- e+ isobar could be explained using
the baryon model of a quark and diquark- held
together by a potential. of the Wood-Saxon type. "

Several. dynamical models have obtained diquark
clustering from quark-quark interactions within
the baryon. Models by Mitra" and Capps" using
quark-diquark exchange forces generated by the
orbital. motion of the quarks in addition to a, short-
range quark-quark force have been shown to lead
to the minimal baryon spectrum. More recently
Eguchi" showed that the (rotating) string model
relation between energy and angular momentum
(8' I) implies that either a quark-diquark or a
linear' three-quark structure is the energetically
favored conf&guration for the baryon valence
quarks. The resulting baryon spectrum is again
the minimal one. Johnson and Thorn" showed that
in the MIT bag model stringilke (linear) baryon
structures are interpretable as deformed bags
containing (colored) quarks and gluons. Both
approaches correlate a possible cigarlike shape of
baryons (and the resulting clustering of quarks
inside the baryon) primarily with baryons in
high angular momentum states. The latter iuthors
point out, . however. , that cal.culations indicate that
even the ground-state hadrons may themselves
be deformed. In any case our experimental ev-
idence does not relate to all possible quark-string
orientations; the peripheral nature of the inter-
actions studied could effectively act as a filter
selecting those initial states where the quark-
diquark string stands perpendicular to the in-
cident directions.

Qutkosky et a/. have shown that. a baryon model
with linear string potentials between the valence
quarks (along with a strong attractive two-body
and a smaHer repulsive three-body component)
couM reproduce the known baryon spectra and in
particular accommodate an. experimentally de-
sired low-lying (56, I ) multiplet; geometrically
such a potential would imply the existence of a
substantial degree of diquark clustering.

Recently Preparata and Szego ' studying a
bag-type model and using essentially. only geom-
etry arguments found that their spatial. wave
equations could only be solved if nature would
"help" by suppressing the internal geometrical
degrees of freedom for the quarks inside the
baryon to just three. The. spatial configuration
of a quark-diquark corr esponds to just such a
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suppression.
A final remark concerns the significance of

possible diquark substructure inside the baryons.
It is not limited to the fact that it would shed
light on the dynamics of qqq states itself; di-
quarks couM also imply the existence of exotic
mesons of the type (qq)+ (qq). "'88

In conclusion, we have found that the diquark
model, with just one extra parameter, can ex-
plain a large amount of two-body scattering data
which are in violent disagreement with the SU(6)-
symmetric quark model. It will be interesting
to see how this model, of which we have essen-
tially used only the symmetry, can be further
explained by more fundamental. dynamical
models.
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